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QUESTION 1

Which three statements about fitter and contract are true? (Choose three.) 

A. A contract can be consumed and provided by as many EPGs as are needed by the network design. 

B. A fitter can be used by multiple contracts. 

C. A fitter contains groups of IP subnet 

D. A contract can be consumed by a single EPG 

E. A contract can be provided by a single EPG 

F. A filter contains EtherType, IP protocol, TCP flags, and Layer 4 ports. 

Correct Answer: ABF 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two statements about when the ARP request/response is not set to flooding on an Cisco ACI Fabric are true?
(Choose two.) 

A. Static endpoint entries can be configured under the Tenant Networking section of the Cisco ACI Ul for silent hosts to
communicate with each other. 

B. When the ARP originator and ARP target are known to the proxy, forwarding can no longer occur using the proxy
because the source and destination are now known 

C. When an ARP target device responds, a response is sent to the proxy, which has an entry (or the ARP originator, so
it is then forwarded to the leaf where ARP originator resides. 

D. When ARP response is known by the proxy, the ARP is forwarded from the leaf that received the ARP to the spine,
and onto the leaf where the ARP target resides. 

E. The proxy age time has no limit If the target of the ARP has not sourced a frame for some lime, the entry remains
indefinite because this i$ the only way forwarding can work between silent hosts. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 3

Where does the VIP for the vPC come from? 

A. assigned by Cisco ARC from the management tenant IP space. 

B. allocated from the vPC domain number assigned to the vPC peers. 

C. DHCP from the infra TEP pool leaf portion. 

D. DHCP from the infra TEP pool VIP portion. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statement about the Cisco APIC cluster in minority state is true? 

A. Policy/Config changes are possible each cluster member in leader state. 

B. Policy/Config changes are possible on cluster leader APIC1. 

C. Policy/Config changes are not possible on any cluster member. 

D. Policy/Config changes are possible on any cluster member. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which packets are counted after the atomic counters are configured? 

A. packets that are switched in the hypervisors 

B. packets that are locally switched 

C. packets that are switched via AVS 

D. packets that traverse the fabric 

Correct Answer: A 
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